International
Family Law
Alliance

Practice Areas
Division of Assets
& Financial Settlement
Local & International Divorce
High-Net-Worth Divorce
& Division of Assets
Assets Protection and Strategy
Domestic Violence
& Spousal Maintenance
Nupital Agreements
Child Issues
Child Abduction Matters
International Surrogacy
& Adoption
Relocation Issues
Alternate Dispute Resolution
(A.D.R)
Collaborative Family Practice
Stay Proceedings

Sound Advice;
Succinct Strategies;
and Successful Solutions.
Who We Are
With the shared vision of being entirely thorough and
comprehensive in the provision of Family Law representation
across South East Asia and Australasia, the practitioners of
Sayer Jones and Gloria James-Civetta & Co (GJC) share
an intricacy for detail in the provision of family law services.
The alliance between the two firms balances this without
compromising cost-efficiency.

Ben Sayer
In addition to maintaining a
comprehensive Family Law practice
on parenting and property matters,
Ben has established himself as
one of Australia’s primary voices
on all aspects of domestic and
international surrogacy,
fertility and adoption law.

Our key objective is to provide clients with comprehensive and complete advice on all
Family Law; parentage; and matrimonial matters. Sayer Jones and GJC share a particular aim
of focussing on our strategies to secure clients the best possible outcome.
In doing so, we endeavour to provide clients with clarity on vision at each step of the Family Law
process. This objective is the cornerstone of our international alliance.

What We Do

How We Do It

Clients are becoming more sophisticated in their search for
Family Law legal services and have realistic expectations
about transparency and accountability. We encourage this
and understand the benefits we can create for clients by
having innovative regard for their best interests

Our relationships with our respective clients is fundamental to
our ability to provide them with a high-level service, empathy
and understanding. Providing these with immediate
cross-border access and response is an example of this.

Our International Alliance strives for excellence in terms of the
manner in which we act for clients across our region and
beyond; how we represent them; and by virtue of the
outcomes we obtain for them. Our common trait is being
critical in all aspects of our thinking.

Gloria James-Civetta

Will Jones

Gloria has over 23 years’ experience in
representing local and cross-border
clients. Gloria is known for her ability
to negotiate and manage high conflict
personalities in intense and volatile
situations. She is a Mediator,
Collaborative Practice Lawyer
and Divorce Coach.

Having developed his technical
abilities in international commercial
practice, Will is particularly strong
on advising Family Law clients on
the division of relationship asset
pools that are complex in their
structure. This includes those
with cross-border components.

Contact Us
For peace of mind and successful solutions to
your family law disputes, contact us today.

T : +65 6337 0469
F : +65 6337 0463

T : (03) 9641 2000
F : (03) 9641 2099

gjclaw.com.sg
consult@gjclaw.com.sg

sayerjones.com.au
info@sayerjones.com.au

Singapore
3 Church Street #15-04
Samsung Hub
Singapore 049483

Australia
Level 3, 482 Bourke Street,
Melbourne VIC 3000

